Presentation of European Region Danube-Vltava
European Region Danube-Vltava

6 mio. inhabitants, 60,000 km², 3 states, 7 regions, 2 languages
GDP: position 13 in comparison to 27 EU-member states
Knowledge platforms

7 regions – 7 interest fields – 7 knowledge platforms

Themes and responsibilities:

• Cooperations of universities and colleges → EUREGIO (Lower Bavaria)
• research & innovation → Region of Upper Palatinate
• renewable energy & energy efficiency → Lower Austria
• cluster & business cooperations → Upper Austria
• tourism → Region Plzeň
• mobility, accessibility & transportation → Region South Bohemia
• qualified working force and flexible job market → Region Vysočina
Knowledge platforms

**What we do:**

- collaboration & knowledge exchange at similar projects
- realisation of common projects such as double or joint degrees, exchange programs, cooperation of international offices, marketing initiatives, study guides and more....
- network-integration in whole regional development in triangle border area (e.g. Euregios, regional managements, finance administration units)
- more attention and better marketing of projects through umbrella brand Europaregion Donau-Moldau, also with help of organs of Europaregion (reg. contact bureau, knowledge management)
Knowledge platforms

What we do – projects:

- EDM-regional module – planned INTERREG project in cooperation with the University of Regensburg
- TH Deggendorf (health, IT, economics)
- Close cooperation with Technology Campus in Lower Bavaria
- Cooperation with the University of South Bohemia in Budweis, the University of West Bohemia in Pilsen, the Universities of Applied Sciences (Budweis, College of Polytechnics Jihlava, University of Applied Sciences Upper Austria, FH Krems University of Applied Sciences)
27/01/2015
EDM workshop research & innovation in Ruhstorf, Lower Bavaria

14 + 15/04/2015
International conference "Technology transfer", Budweis

12/02/2015
Dialogue for the future of the EDM-experts of Lower Bavaria in Straubing

23 + 24/04/2015
A Bavarian-Czech workshop about cogeneration

11/03/2015
The Technology Campus Grafenau meets the University of South Bohemia in Budweis
15/05/2015
A meeting of universities at the Bavarian-Czech border

05/03/2015
EDM-workshop cooperation of universities at JKU Linz

16/06/2015
EDM-workshop cooperation of universities in Jihlava
Regional Contact offices

- In every region is a contact person
- functions: contact person for all EDM-interests, public relation, coordination with other regions
- **For Lower Bavaria and the district of Altoetting: Barbara Daferner**
- contact:
  Trägerverein Europaregion Donau-Moldau e.V.
  Regionale Kontaktstelle der EDM für Niederbayern und Altötting
  Tel. +49(0)8551-57108
  Mail: b.daferner@euregio-bayern.de
Knowledge platforms: Cooperation of universities and colleges

- Management knowledge platform:
  - Kathrin Altmann
    +49(0)8551-57420
    k.altmann@euregio-bayern.de
  - where:
    EUREGIO Bayerischer Wald – Böhmerwald- Unterer Inn e.V., placed in Freyung
  - position: project manager
Thanks very much for your attention!